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What is Reedmaking?

What are its challenges?

Why Mindfulness?

Why Collegiate Intervention?

Oboe reeds are small pieces of folded cane (a bamboolike plant) that vibrate to produce sound.
Reeds have a large influence on a player’s timbre, pitch,
and possibilities for musical expression.
Oboists make their own reeds to suit their unique
circumstances, which include:
• Their instrument
• Their physiology (size of lips, oral cavity, shape of
teeth, etc.)
• The weather and altitude
• The repertoire being performed
• Their personal sound concept and musical goals

Daily Task

Ability to weather difficult times

Professionalization

Oboists must make a constant supply of reeds to keep up with
changing circumstances.
Professional oboists make reeds daily for the entirety of their
careers.
The ability to stay objective is extremely important – even
small variations in scraping technique can have a big impact
on sound and musical expression.

The stress of the daily challenges of reedmaking can be
compounded when life presents us with difficult
times.
Being judged for tenure in an orchestra, dealing with
failing equipment (oboe in need of repair; broken
reedmaking tools), or balancing stressful personal and
professional events make reedmaking even more
emotionally fraught.
Practicing presence before and during reedmaking
sessions can keep us and our oboe playing even-keeled
when difficult times inevitably come.

College is the first time that most students learn to make
reeds without their teachers. This learning process
typically entails hours of solitary reedmaking work, and
even more hours with peers and teacher intervention.
Students model the attitudes they see their teachers
adopt in reedmaking class, and evaluate their
reedmaking progress in relation to their peers. Young
oboists often greatly fear revealing to others that their
reeds need work.

Acuity to detail

The complexity of reedmaking makes it a prime laboratory
in which students learn to problem solve without
guidance. Cultivating a mindfulness practice in
conjunction with reedmaking provides transferrable
skills of improved self-awareness and self-governance in
the face of daunting tasks.

An individual reed is playable for only about 8-10
hours.

Stressful Situations
Because the reed is the voice of the instrument, the pressure to
produce a good reed for orchestral auditions or important
recitals can be tremendous.
The ability to make consistently good reeds can make or break
careers in the highly competitive music profession.
Conversely, a reed’s short lifespan makes it an easy scapegoat
for one’s more deep-rooted musical weaknesses that have
little to do with reedmaking technique.

The complexity of reedmaking requires mental energy to
execute in highly detailed, skilled manner.
Mindfulness frees the reedmaker to be present and to
deduce the subtleties of each reed’s function in real
time.

Significance Beyond the Reed Desk: Tools for Life

Time Management
Letting Go of Negative Stories
Oboists must balance their reedmaking time with practice of
repertoire and development of other musical skills.
Reedmaking practice therefore needs to be directed and
efficient.
The unpredictability of the cane can make a short, goaloriented reedmaking session difficult to achieve.
Oboists consistently struggle with the question, “Should I
practice, or make more reeds?”
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The Illusion of Control
No matter how hard we try to do our best, the time spent
making reeds does not yield a 1:1 ratio with quality of the
final product, and we need to learn to accept and even
embrace this reality.

Sensory Experience:
Our senses always function in the present. This exercise is designed to
reduce mental chatter and to focus your attention on the reed itself.
Use three physical senses to describe how the reed functions:

Two sample
teaching
exercises:

1) Sight. How does the reed look? What implications might that have for
its function?
2) Sound. What adjectives would you use to describe the sound of the
reed? How does the crow (sound test) begin, sustain, and end?
3) Feel: What is the airspeed resistance of the reed when you play it? Can
you feel any parts of the reed vibrating unevenly?

My mentor has a rule that no student in reed class is
allowed to say, “I can’t make reeds.” This sentiment -pervasive among oboists -- can continue to plague
students even after they enter otherwise successful
professional careers. It is not uncommon to hear of
oboists in well-known orchestras staying up all night
fretting over reeds. Oboists will often survey a case full
of 25-50 reeds and paradoxically claim, “I have no
reeds.”
These negative stories have real life impact for our work
and our mental wellbeing. Rewriting the story through
mindfulness work has power to open us to freedom
and artistry, without necessarily letting go of artistic
excellence.

Breaking Down the Problem:
How can you channel the thought “This reed is bad” into mindful, directed action?
1) Consider the causes and effects of steps you took in making the reed (and
perhaps journaling about them).
2) What is the primary issue that needs to be addressed in the reed? What issues
are ancillary?
3) What actions that can improve these issues are possible right now? For now, let
go anything that cannot be remedied in this reedmaking session.
Directing yourself to prioritize and work with purpose can assuage fears in
stressful moments. You may not be able to make the perfect reed the night before
an audition, but you can accept your reeds’ shortcomings and put them out of your
mind. You may plan to remedy them in the future, but the goal is to focus on the
now of the coming performance.
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Outcomes and Further Research
Outcomes thus far have been anecdotal and small in
sample size. As a teacher and performer, I have seen
the toll that reedmaking stress can take on my
students and colleagues. Feedback from interventions
in small group classes and among my peers has been
positive, but not systematic. I seek to engage in
further inquiry by conducting formal, semester-long
studies on mindfulness practice among college oboe
students .
Artistry is the culmination of hours and hours
of planning, yet comes in a moment of mental
liberation. Cultivating a mindfulness practice
as an integral part of reedmaking will help free
oboists from their illusion of control and their
worries of the future.

